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GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
l' This assembling manual is intended for professionally

~ competent personnel only.
The assembling, the electrical connections and the settings
must be completed in conformity with good workmanship and
with the laws in force. Read the instructions carefully before
beginning assembling the product. Incorrect assembling may

be a source of danger.
Packaging materials (plastics, polystyrene, etc) must not be al-
lowed to litter the environment and must be kept out of the reach
of children for whom they may be a source of danger.
Before beginning the assembling check that the product is in

perfect condition.l' Before connecting to the mains check that the rating is
~ correct for the destination power requirements.
A multipolar isolation switch with minimum contact gaps of 3 mm
must be included in the mains supply. Check that upstream of
the electrical installation there is an adequate differential switch
and a suitable circuit breaker.
For repairs or replacements of products only original spare parts

must be used.
~. It is recommended that antistatic conductive earthed arm

~ bands be worn when manipulating electronic parts.

Slide the carriages in the slideways to check that the t(iB\
wheeis are not indented (if they are, change them). ~
Mark measurements A, B, C1, C2, and D as shown in the
table (or as calculated according to the formula) on the

box with a pencil.
Note: for very small automatic systems, position the transformer
[4J [see note 1) and/or the batteries [36J [see note 2) outside

the box.
Fit two carriages for each door wing. If LM~1600. add a
third carriage for each wing (see note 3).
Fit the wing anchoring brackets onto the carriages (as
shown in figures) and secure the belt anchoring brackets
and block striker to the carriages.
Insert 15 hexagonal-head screws M6x12 into the appropria-
te guide in the box for securing the various components.
Secure the various components, namely the transformer
[4}, the motor [2), the electric board [1], DIR [3J, the bat-
teries [36]. the block [35], and the belt idler [6) (without
tightening) to the box by means of the screws provided,
and respecting the measurements indicated in the table.

Note: in the Lh3200 automation system, secure the casing

mounting bracket [28].
Position the stops [11J and stop caps [10) inside the sli- {'\

deway.

1. ASSEMBLING THE AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

/~-•..
LT<2600 = 22 mm
Ln2600 = 20 mm

Loosen screw [8] to load the spring [7] to 20+22 mm.
Lock the belt in this position with screws [F].

Warning: a wrong adjustment can prevent the automation from

working properly.
Tighten all screws.
Secure the heads to the box.

1.3 Adjusting the belt

Loosen the screws which secure the idler unit to the

box.
Loosen the belt anchoring bracket.
Cut the belt to size LB (see tables), route the LB belt
between the motor pulley [2J and the idler [6], and join the
two ends together at the belt anchoring bracket (Note: cut

any excess lengths).
Manually pull the idler unit to the left and secure it to the

box.

o

1.1 Assembling procedure

Depending on the type of system to be assembled (BIS20,
BIS 1O-DX, BIS 1O-SX), refer to the relevant sizing tables
(or to the specified formulas) to work out the useful mea-
surements for assembling the automatic system.
Cut the aluminium of the box LT-6 mm and drill a hole as

shown in fig. 1.
Cut the aluminium of the casing LT-7 mm and drill a hole

as shown in fig. 1.
Note: clear the aluminium of any burrs and in particular clean

the carriage stideways.
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1.2 Carriage adjustment
Loosen the eccentric fastening screw [1).
Use a screwdriver to move the eccentric [2) so as to raise
or lower the wheel [3), as it is shown in the figure.

The adjustment shall be made with the two wheels on the lower
sliding track. The central wheel shall not push onto the upper
aluminium track, but there shall be a maximum distance of 0.5
mm between them, so that the trolley can slide smoothly.
Warning: a wrong adjustment can prevent the automation from

working properly
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WIRING
Wire up the transformer [4], the motor [2], the encoder, the DIR [3], the batteries [36J and the block [35] to the electric board
[1] by means of the appropriate wires (see fig. 2).

Note: wherever possible, cut off or twist up any excess lengths of wire.
Secure the wires by means of the cable clamps [13] provided.

3, TESTING THE AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

3.1 Checking the dip-switches

ACTION OUTCOME
DIP1 = OFF for 81S20 and 8ISlO-DX - changing the opening direction
DIP1 = ON for 8ISlO-SX
DIP2 = OFF for 81S - automation type selection

Warning: DIP2 must be set to OFF
DIP1 = ON - battery function, if present, in the event of blackout
DIP2 - OFF - in the event of blackout, the automation with the batteries pre-

sent performs the last opening manoeuvre and then switches
all.

DIP3 - ON for 81S - block type selection
Warning: DIP3 must be set to ON

'" 3.2 Functional test

Wire up as shown in fig. 2 and close the contacts 41-6, 41-8,1-9.
Connect the transformer to mains (230 V-ISO Hz).
Give the following commands to the electric board and visually check for correct response and straight and smooth running.

ACTtON OUTCOME
Electric board turned on - green LED on
Command 1-3A (pulse contact) - opening manoeuvre
Command 1-4 (pulse contact) - closing manoeuvre
Command 27-38 (pulse contact) - partial opening manoeuvre
Closing a 1-2 contact - after an open command the door closes after the elapsin9 of

the time set on TC
Command 41-6 during opening (opening contact) - reduce in the last 500 mm of the door stroke when the con-

tact is opened.
Command 41-8 during closing (opening contact) - re-opening
Check for the photocell card during the closing phase: - the wing should reopen when the optic alignment between
- insert the CelAS card on DIR TX and RX is interrupted during the closing operation
- connect the CeiPR
Command 1-9 (opening contact) - stop throughout duration of command
Command 1-29 - reset, encoder zero setting

3.3 Chaos test
Send repeated open and close commands so as to cause the wing or wings to continuousiy reverse direction of movement without
stopping (for at least 1 minute).
Check that the automation system does not fail to appropriately keep wing position under control nor cause the wing or wings to
slam, and that no logic malfunction occurs.

3.4 Checking the trimmers
ACTION OUTCOME

TC trimmer adjustment - variation of the automatic closure time
R1 trimmer adjustment - variation of the force on obstacles
RF trimmer adjustment - variation of the motor power
VA trimmer adjustment - variation of the opening speed
VC trimmer adjustment - variation of the closing speed
RP trimmer adjustment - variation of the partial opening
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3.5 Default setting
Upon the testing is completed, set as follows:

all trimmers to maximum.
DIP1 depends on the opening direction of the door;
disconnect batteries (if installed), checking that the electric board is not being powered by them (press RESET command
1-29)

Note: it is advisable not to enable the trimmers and the dip-switches on the DIR, leaving the default settings active. If the user wishes
to use the adjustments on the DIR, closely adhere to the instructions given in the installation manual BIS (or in the DIR manual).

3.6 General controls
Control the length of the casing, the passage width and the width of the leaf.
Tie the power supply cable and command cables with related channels.
Apply the casing seal.
Pertorm a general check (belt tension, screw tightness, etc).
Fill-in and apply the CE label.

CAPTION
PL Horizontal passageway
LM Mobile wing lenght
LT Overall automatic system lenght
LB Belt lenght
S Overlap (nominal = 50; min = 25; max = as the case requires)

NOTE
(1) External transformer
(2) External batteries
(3) If LM>1600 add the third carriage [22]

All right reserved
All data and specifications have been drawn up and checked with the greatest care. The manufacturer cannot however take any
responsibility for eventual errors, ommisions or incomplete data due to technical or illustrative purposes.
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